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Tommie Barfield Literacy Night  

January 31st, 2019 From 5-7pm 

Come dressed as a Dinosaur Paleontologist and be prepared to get messy! We’ll be digging in 

sand and drawing with chalk as we explore literacy. A REX-citing event you won’t want to miss.  
 

Family Homework: Choose ONE vocabulary word (per student). On Literacy Night, you will 

complete a word-art challenge using chalk, on the sidewalk. You may choose any word. 

Find word examples, by grade level, listed on the back of this flyer. 

 

 
 
 
 
 

    
*Our school-wide lowest literacy domain is vocabulary. As a TBE Family, we will unearth some extinct words in an engaging way. 

Give us your best dinosaur ROAR as you become part of the herd on Literacy Night. We can’t wait to see you there! 

 
 

Celestial 

Food Served 5:00-5:45pm 
Pizza, Salad and Water available for $2 

per person. $1 per additional slice. 

Our family would like to participate in Literacy Night on Thursday, January 31st.  Only one RSVP per family is 

required.  Student names: ___________________________________________________________ 

Total # of people planning to buy a pizza meal ($2 each): ______ meals. No pre-pay. Payment accepted at 

the event only. *Please return RSVP to your child’s teacher by Friday, January 25th. 

Walking with Dinosaurs: 
A Vocabulary Quest 



iReady Vocabulary Lists per Grade Level 
Kindergarten Vocabulary Inspiration 1st Grade Vocabulary Inspiration 2nd Grade Vocabulary Inspiration 

reward  command explain  attend glance perform prefer serious discuss deal 

soil spread grow proud low escape select contain protect observe 

shelter search remain sturdy absorb rapid sprout several emerge change 

find loose gap rough grasp rare survive final reveal excess 

improve unknown  instant finish explore receive moist main fragile curious 

near bring extra sight device travel remarkable adjust possess genius 

fear hide rush respond message plan replace skill earn store 

aid begin learn return fine contest supply avoid hero worry 

every entire cool remove perfect notice quit refuse complete usual 

place ready pair conflict pattern portion occur risk severe position 

cover pile leave notice visible compare alert disaster relief direction 

shape count flat appear collect release numerous arrive damage convince 

similar  tip many predict flow repeat decrease divide identical sudden 

trail still visit chance adventure approach whole double result certain 

Safe Allow act corner examine decide patient moment slight tremendous 

create follow helpful pace choice hope confused lead expect include 

honest cross well rest vote  deed provide  aware difficult support 

keep  view raise assist volunteer locate respect declare contribute eager 

model invite equal realize repair pass reason struggle argue secret 

slip  teach empty reach dream seek journey narrow promise resource 

want need enjoy odd cost accept natural produce permit problem 

special busy feast service exchange popular value tradition unite public 

length height object pause symbol event crowd celebrate understand remember 

effort task choose link center full appreciate display participate delight 

push pull heavy plenty mention total express solve less capable 

simple bit chart prepare add clever identify exact offer attract 

describe few list review present massive stick discover experiment inform 

touch  move fail powerful check strength amount limit goal 

shade  warm force harm single success combine organize solid 

 clue error powder liquid classify invisible obvious 

example stir wonder indicate useful operate proper 

idea dissolve major available structure equipment  

 

3rd Grade Vocabulary Inspiration 4th Grade Vocabulary Inspiration 5th Grade Vocabulary Inspiration 

swift gland native pulley fixed hoist inflation economist basics consumer 

repel futile nuisance edge complex heed stable decline boost funds 

medley catastrophe rancid contraption feat bulk outlaw currency cordial event 

wrap foe passed liberate concise flop revolt fumes govern bravery 

pack rag match explore outline define increase initiate instant insist 

track nap damp correct explain research influence intact identity shield 

trap fact mend curious opinion available frontier shriek beliefs relieve 

suffer rented melt talent accomplish directions reveal issue expose empire 

sled slept wound dominate boundary obey glare inhale stare union 

surrounded outfit scout admire limits dislike region bonus statement social 

fountain bound excited proud despise approve hasty opportunity silvery lobby 

certain volunteer replace maintained serene intend peril adjacent competent seized 

necessary proud cover aid blink faint ivory policy slippery preceding 

imitating entire comparison swallow sniff frown hinder calamity seldom ownership 

particles noticed package twitch hunger pus towering burrow glow drowsy 

vanish gentle consent astonished restricted secluded fellow hoist destroy avoid 

include imagine journey sweat thirst fever boycott loyal coil role 

entire improve familiar neighbor swelling adult noble mural dismantle jumble 

museum beneficial repeat partner pupil human stumble rubble dual survival 

prepare junior climate sincere citizen helpful cynical  parental festival 

harmful hopeful powerful generous caring share  

thoughtful forgetful truthful withdrawn compassion shy 

uneasy fury pester energetic outgoing excited 

timid daring satisfied humorous satisfied pleasurable 
 


